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a halogen pin light w h a dimmer switch illuminating your working area. On the left side an
incandescent light and possibly fluorescent light fixtures in the ceiling. Fluorescent light alone is
the worst working light as far as your eyesight is concerned.
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This is an alternate way of doing the exercise. For some people this is easier to do.
The purpose of the two exercises are the same - the train yoour ability both focus
and cenverge your eyes at the same time.
1. Hold the book very close and look between the two dots.
2. Relax, and you will see a third column in 3D fl oating out towards you.
3. Begin to move the book back and forth, slowly moving the book out to
arms length. If you loose the effect go back to where you have the 3D column
and begin to gradually move the book back and forth. Slowly working
out to arms length.
4. Continue reading as far down as possible. Notice which number you can read.
As mentioned above it can be quite strenuous so go slowly, and do it for brief
periods only until your visual system has build up convergence strength

